A new method for estimating the importance of hydrogen-bonding groups in the binding site of a protein.
We introduce a new method to estimate the importance of hydrogen-bonding sitepoints in the binding site of a protein as part of a structure-based design strategy. Our method identifies hydrogen-bonding sitepoints within a binding pocket and ranks them according to both the accessibility of their hydrogen bonding regions to incoming ligands and their hydrogen-bonding strength. The combination of these components produces a prioritised list of sitepoints that are more likely to be involved in hydrogen bonding with an incoming ligand. A dataset of known protein-ligand interactions was used to compare the prioritisation of sitepoints identified by our method with those observed to be engaged in hydrogen bonding in their crystal structures. Our method was able to remove those sitepoints unable to bind the ligand due to a low accessibility or an unfavourable orientation and to award significantly higher hydrogen-bonding ranking values to those sitepoints observed to form hydrogen bonds. Our method can thus be used to identify hydrogen-bonding sitepoints that should be targeted preferentially in a drug design strategy.